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Outline

• What is the Northern Hail Project (NHP)?

• Why is it needed?

• How is it addressing societal risks and 

losses?
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Severe Storms Research in Canada

Northern Tornadoes Project

• Identifying and classifying every tornado 

(and downburst) in Canada

Travis Farncombe, via Twitter
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Northern Tornadoes Project

• Identifying and classifying every tornado 

(and downburst) in Canada

‘3 Little Pigs’ Project

• Examining performance of wood frame 

houses with full-scale testing under realistic 

wind loads

Truss-to-wall screw

Additional truss screw improving 
connection between wall stud and 
top plate – recommended if wood 
sheathing does not cover this 
connection on exterior
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Northern Tornadoes Project

• Identifying and classifying every tornado 

(and downburst) in Canada

‘3 Little Pigs’ Project

• Examining performance of wood frame houses 

with full-scale testing under realistic wind loads

WindEEE Dome
• Large-scale tornado and downburst simulator
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Northern Tornadoes Project

• Identifying and classifying every tornado 

(and downburst) in Canada

‘3 Little Pigs’ Project

• Examining performance of wood frame houses 

with full-scale testing under realistic wind loads

WindEEE Dome
• Large-scale tornado and downburst simulator

Northern Hail Project

Severe Storms Research in Canada

• 2022 was the pilot study year of what is the 

first field hail research program in Canada 
since 1980s.



Northern Tornadoes Project (2017)

• Identifying and classifying every tornado 

(and downburst) in Canada

‘3 Little Pigs’ Project (2004)

• Examining performance of wood frame houses 

with full-scale testing under realistic wind loads

WindEEE Dome (2009)
• Large-scale tornado and downburst simulator

Northern Hail Project (2022)

• 2022 was the pilot study year of what is the 

first field hail research program in Canada 

since 1980s.

Severe Storms Research in Canada

Portable Testbed (2024?)

• Portable radar, mesonet, lightning 

mapping array to deploy in hail and 

tornado prone regions

• Will support development of tools for 

identification and classification of severe 

hail, tornado, and other severe events

• (Grant applications in review)

from cbc.ca



What is the 

Northern Hail 

Project?
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What is the Northern Hail 
Project?
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NHP Staff

• Dr. Julian Brimelow, Executive Director

• Simon Eng, Research Meteorologist, EIT

• Francis Lavigne-Theriault, Field Ops Lead

Summer Interns 2022

• Chris Rattray, MSc, U of Oklahoma

• Mark Gartner, 3rd year BSc, York U
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Why is the 

Northern Hail 

Project 

needed?
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Ultimately, Reducing Impacts

➢ How does hail inflict damage? 

➢What can we do about it?
• Impact receivers – buildings, infrastructure, vehicles, crops

• Damage thresholds – not just size/speed but also amount!

• Improved climatology and meteorology – better 

characterization of risk for impact receivers

• Reducing damage – documentation & assessment of 

building, vehicle, infrastructure performance in hail events

Engineering Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



A new Canadian 

record for hail size: 

Markerville, AB

1 August 2022

Markerville, 10 August 2006. Pat Boomer @ABfoothillsWX



Key drivers and processes for 
hail growth: A quick tutorial

Instability

Moisture

Suff. CAPE

Suff. BWD

Low CIN

Trigger

HAIL

• Factors do not operate independently

• Complex interplay of drivers and 

processes

• Instability and moisture expected to 

increase

• Increases CAPE, but can increase CIN

• Higher T also increases melting potential

• Changes in BWD unclear 

• Changes in thunderstorm triggers difficult 

to simulate

Suff. Updraft

LWC

Embryos

Growth time

Vol. updraft

SRW

HAIL

Meso and 

Synoptic Scale

Macro and 

Microscale
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Antecedent Conditions

• The atmosphere was primed for severe 

thunderstorms over central AB.

• Approaching upper-air trough with a 

southwesterly jet near the tropopause.

• Very moist low-level air in place, with 

above-seasonal temperatures.

• Result, steep lapse rates with abundant 

buoyancy and vertical wind shear.

• Supercell thunderstorms expected.

• As always, however, the devil is in         

the details.

Maps Courtesy of 
WMI
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Event overview

• In the late afternoon, severe storms 

developed deep in the foothills and  

tracked eastwards.

• The strongest, southernmost storm 

developed far west of Red Deer.

• Just after 5 pm LT the storm underwent 

rapid intensification and tracked SE’wards.

• The record hailstone fell northwest of 

Markerville just after 5:30 LT. 

• Large hail from the storm caused havoc 

when it crossed HWY2 north of Innisfail.

• Storm tops >16 km (>50 kft) at peak.

North of Spruceview 23:31Z @lightningmanAB
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Canadian Record – Max. Diameter 12.3 cm; Mass = 292.7 g; Bulk density 0.848 g cm-3
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Was Giant Hail Expected?

New record Canadian hailstone – The Northern Hail Project



There were signs that  
something ominous was afoot

• NWP models too warm and too dry in the 

low levels.

• Record low-level moisture (~20 °C) => 

updrafts much stronger than expected.

• Predicting extreme convective events 

remains a challenge.

• Real-time updates to surface fields and 

attendant metrics would have been helpful.

• Climatology of key metrics would have 

identified this day as extreme.
Red Deer: 1983 - 2022

New record Canadian hailstone – The Northern Hail Project



How does human-caused climate 
change factor into this?

Change 2041-2070 vs 1971-2000
Brimelow et al. (2017, Nature Clim. Change)

Days D ≥ 2 cm AKE (J)

The answer is that all weather events are affected 

by climate change because the environment in 

which they occur is warmer and moister than it 

used to be (Kevin Trenberth, 2012)

• This is corroborated by observations        

and modelling.

• Several states in the US have broken 

records in recent years, Australia has 

broken its national record twice in quick 

succession.

• Caveat, we are now seeking out large hail 

and urban expansion have played a role.

New record Canadian hailstone – The Northern Hail Project



How is the 

Northern Hail 

Project addressing 

societal risks?

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Intended Outcomes
• Identification of Failure Modes – How does hail inflict 

damage to buildings and infrastructure?

• Improved Climatology – Where and when does damaging 

hail occur in Canada?

• Linking Climate & Weather to Impacts – How do we link 

antecedent atmospheric conditions to resulting damage? 

• Developing Risk Reduction Measures – What steps can 

we take to reduce hail impacts?

Engineering Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Data Collection Methods
• Damage/Impacts Investigation – site 

surveys, in-field building performance

• Hail Report & Remote Sensing Monitoring 

– National coverage, social and news media

• Field Operations – in-situ hail collection

• Remote Sensing and Specialized 

Observation Platforms – meteorological 

radar and satellite, specialized sensor 

networks

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Pilot Season Summary

• An ambitious and very successful pilot season. 

• Team of three in field for 2.5 months.

• Goals were to test concepts, develop operating 

procedures and collect high-quality ground truth data. 

• 20 sampling missions.

• 38 hailstorms sampled at 272 locations.

• 55 bags (> 100 kg) of hailstones collected and stored at 

the Canadian Ice Core Lab in Edmonton.

• Almost 20,000 km driven to sample storms and maintain 

the hailpad network.

• Many valuable lessons learned. Plan to expand number

of personnel in the field next year.

Pilot field season – The Northern Hail Project



Hailpad Network and Probes

26

• Network of 35 hailpads installed in a staggered 

N-S grid in hail alley.

• Separated by ~3 km N-S, ~5 km W-E.

• Excellent buy in from farmers .

• 93 hailpads hit, one location was hit by 3 storms .

• 9 hailpads deployed ahead of storms, some with 

action cameras.

• Code being developed using Machine Vision to 

automatically analyze hailpads.

• Maintaining network labour intensive, 6,700 km 

driven to build and maintain the network.

Pilot field season – The Northern Hail Project



Remote Sensing of Hail
• Current operational radar techniques limited to areas                                                 

with coverage.

• Limited ability to discriminate between hail size.

• Few (if any) validated operational tools to quantify                                                        

mass of hail on ground (kinetic energy).

• Satellite techniques can identify hail aloft.

• Maximum Expected Hail Size (MESH) product needs refining.

• Need ground-truth data to improve existing remote sensing 

algorithms and develop new tools to the point that we can 

apply them nationwide.

• Leverage conventional and dual-polarization data. 

• This requires investment in collecting reliable ground  

truth data for hail, hail damage to infrastructure and crops.

27Remote sensing needs – The Northern Hail Project



Field Operations

Hardness Testing

Not all hailstones are created equal

• Hardness of collected hail samples to be tested

• Dictates how (and how much) kinetic energy is 

imparted to impact receivers

This can be linked to conditions that produced the 

hail, determine importance to damage potential.

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Report Monitoring & Outreach 

Social and News Media

Devon Cook

Twitter, via TWN

“smashed almost all north 

facing windows in the 

house…dented all 

vehicles in the driveway 

good”

Joey Reid, FB

CTV Regina

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Remote Sensing Monitoring 

Improved Climatology

Challenges with current hail climatology

• Does not differentiate between severe and 

non-severe hail

• Uses observations from point locations

• Hailswaths are localized and easily missed 

• Conditions producing non-severe hail ≠ 

severe, significant severe or extreme hail

Etkin, 2018

June 15 ’22
Gaspé, QC

Radar est. > 50 mm

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Remote Sensing Monitoring 

Improved Climatology

True severe hail climatology for Canada

• Likely an order of magnitude or more 

than is reported

• Remote and unpopulated areas

• Regions not considered “hail prone”

Improved risk characterization

July 16 – Lac la Ronge, SK

Northern extent of radar network!

Radar est. >10 cm!

June 16 – Toronto to Montreal

Baseballs W of Montreal

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations

• Detailed damage documentation

• Failure modes, material type/age 

• Includes what didn’t break

• Damage/track boundaries

• Eyewitness accounts

• Timing, event sequence, duration

• Identify response measures

• Outreach and awareness building

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations
• June 19 – Wapella/Langbank/Kennedy, SK

• June 27 – Eckville, AB

• July 16 – Ponoka, AB
Wapella

Langbank

“Wind-shadow”

Ponoka

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations

N of Langbank, SK

Radar est. > 75 mm

Wapella, SK

Radar est. ~50 mm

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations 

Roofs
• Golfball or larger, damage asphalt tiles

• Especially if aged/weathered

• Largest stones can penetrate roof decks, 

interior rooms

• NHP surveyed events to date

• Wind driven w/ little/no dmg to roofs

• Future work includes drone surveys,             

documentation of roof impacts

June 2020 Calgary Storm

Roof damage map

CRU Adjusters,2020

Canadian Underwriter, 2020
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Damage/Impacts Investigations - Crops

Corn

Canola

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations

Preliminary Results

• Vinyl siding (any age) performed poorly

• Adjacent structures with other types of siding 

showed little/no damage

• Worst siding, window damage resulted in breach 

of building envelope, water intrusion

• Non-structural damage indicators identified

• Helps to assess intensity in remote areas

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations

Development of Intensity Scales

• Clearly visible but scattered 
penetration damage to vinyl siding

• Particularly if brittle due to aging 

• Significant loss of vinyl siding
• Impact damage to foam 

insulation/backing

• Loss of windows
• Disruption of building envelope 

resulting in water penetration

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Damage/Impacts Investigations

(Future) Development of Intensity Scales
• Similar to EF-Scale, tailored for North America

• Reflects hail intensity scales developed in Europe – J/m2

ANELFA – Dessens et al. 2007 TORRO Scale – Webb et al. 2009

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project



Preliminary Summary of Pilot Year
• Identification of Failure Modes – Already identifying 

materials particularly vulnerable to hail impacts.

• Improved Climatology – Building detailed record of location, 

timing of severe hail events.

• Linking Climate & Weather to Impacts – Improving 

understanding of conditions leading to damaging hail. 

• Developing Risk Reduction Measures – Already identifying 

materials performing well with severe hail conditions.

Societal Impacts and Risks – The Northern Hail Project


